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Abstract
The main purpose of this article is to establish relation-theoretic metrical ﬁxed point
theorems via an implicit contractive condition which is general enough to yield a
multitude of corollaries corresponding to several well known contraction conditions
(e.g. Banach (Fundam. Math. 3:133-181, 1922), Kannan (Am. Math. Mon. 76:405-408,
1969), Reich (Can. Math. Bull. 14:121-124, 1971), Bianchini (Boll. Unione Mat. Ital.
5:103-108, 1972), Chatterjea (C. R. Acad. Bulg. Sci. 25:727-730, 1972), Hardy and Rogers
(Can. Math. Bull. 16:201-206, 1973), C´iric´ (Proc. Am. Math. Soc. 45:267-273, 1974) and
several others) wherein even such corollaries are new results on their own. As an
example we utilize our main results, to prove a theorem on the existence and
uniqueness of the solution of an integral equation besides providing an illustrative
example.
MSC: Primary 47H10; secondary 54H25
Keywords: complete metric spaces; binary relations; implicit relation; contraction
mappings; ﬁxed point
1 Introduction
In , Banach formulated the classical contractionmapping principle in his Ph.D. thesis
which was later published in Banach []. It is one of the most fruitful and applicable the-
orems ever proved in classical functional analysis. In the course of the last century, this
theorem has been generalized and improved by numerous researchers chieﬂy by replac-
ing contraction mappings with a relatively more general contractive mappings and this
practice is still going on. Rhoades [] carried out a comparative study of various classes of
utilized mappings which include Kannan [], Reich [], Bianchini [], Chatterjea [], Seh-
gal [], Hardy and Rogers [], Ćirić [] besides several other ones. The survey article due to
Rhoades [] is generally consulted by every researcher of this domain and also continues
to serve as a standard reference.
In , Popa [] initiated the idea of an implicit function which is designed to cover
several well known contraction conditions of the existing literature in one go besides ad-
mitting several new ones. Indeed, the strength of an implicit function lies in their unifying
power besides being general enough to yield new contraction conditions. Here, it is fasci-
nating to point out that some of the presented examples (in Section ) are of nonexpansive
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type and Lipschitzian type. For further details about implicit functions, one can consult
[–].
In recent years, a multitude of order-theoretic metrical ﬁxed point theorems have been
proved for order-preserving contractions. This trend appears to be initiated (in ) by
Turinici []. In , unknowingly, Ran and Reurings [] rediscovered a slightly more
natural order-theoretic version of the Banach contraction principle and utilized his result
well to establish the existence and uniqueness of the solution of a system of linear equa-
tions under a suitable set of conditions. In the recent past, this result of Ran and Reurings
has been generalized and improved by several researchers and by now there exists a con-
siderable literature around this theorem. Out of all such extensions and generalizations,
the results due to Nieto and Rodríguez-López [, ] and Jachymski [] deserve special
mention. Thereafter, several authors utilized various variants of binary relations namely:
preorder, transitive, tolerance, strict order, symmetric closure etc. to prove their respective
ﬁxed point theorems. Most recently, Alam and Imdad [, ] established a new relation-
theoretic version of the Banach contraction principle employing general binary relation
which in turn generalizes several well known relevant order-theoretic ﬁxed point theo-
rems.
The aim of this paper is to prove some uniﬁed metrical ﬁxed point theorems employ-
ing an arbitrary binary relation under an implicit contractive condition which is general
enough to cover a multitude of well known contraction conditions in one go besides yield-
ing several new ones.We also provide an example to demonstrate the generality of our re-
sults over several well known corresponding results. Finally, we utilize our results to prove
the existence and uniqueness of the solution of an integral equation.
2 Implicit relation
In this section, we consider a suitable implicit function and also furnish a variety of exam-
ples which include most of the well known contractions of the existing literature besides
several new ones. Here, it can be pointed out that most of the following examples do not
meet the requirements of the implicit function due to Popa []. In order to describe our
implicit function, letF be the collection of all continuous real valued functionsF :R+ →R
which satisfy the following conditions:
(F) F is non-increasing in the ﬁfth variable; and F(s, t, t, s, s + t, ) ≤  for s, t ≥  implies
that there exists h ∈ [, ) such that s≤ ht;
(F) F(s, , s, , , s) > , for all s > .
Let G be yet another but relatively smaller collection of all continuous real valued func-
tions F :R+ →Rwhich satisfy (F) and (F) alongwith the following additional condition:
(F) F is non-increasing in the sixth variable; and F(s, s, , , s, s) > , for all s > .
Example  The function F :R+ →R deﬁned by




s – ks s+ss+s , if s + s = ;
s – s, if s + s = ,
where k ∈ [, ) satisﬁes the properties (F) and (F) with h = k but does not satisfy the
property (F).
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The functions F :R+ →R deﬁned below satisfy the foregoing requirements (see [, ,
, ]):
() F(s, s, s, s, s, s) = s – ks, where k ∈ [, );
() F(s, s, s, s, s, s) = s – k(s + s), where k ∈ [, /);
() F(s, s, s, s, s, s) = s – k(s + s), where k ∈ [, /);
() F(s, s, s, s, s, s) = s – as – a(s + s) – a(s + s), where a,a,a ∈ [, ) and
a + a + a < ;
() F(s, s, s, s, s, s) = s – ks – Lmin{s, s, s, s}, where k ∈ [, ) and L≥ ;
() F(s, s, s, s, s, s) = s – (as + as + as + a(s + s)), where a,a,a,a ≥  and
a + a + a + a < ;
() F(s, s, s, s, s, s) = s – kmax{s, s, s, s+s } – Lmin{s, s, s, s}, where k ∈ [, )
and L≥ ;
() F(s, s, s, s, s, s) = s – kmax{s, s, s, s, s}, where k ∈ [, /);
() F(s, s, s, s, s, s) = s – (as + as + as + as + as), where ai’s >  (for i =
, , , , ) and sum of them is strictly less than ;
() F(s, s, s, s, s, s) = s – kmax{s, s, s, s , s }, where k ∈ [, );
() F(s, s, s, s, s, s) = s – kmax{s, s, s} – ( – k)(as + bs), where k ∈ [, ) and
≤ a,b < /;
() F(s, s, s, s, s, s) = s – s(as + as + as) – ass, where a > ; a,a,a ≥ ;
a + a + a <  and a + a < ;
()
F(s, s, s, s, s, s) =
{
s – ks s+ss+s , if s + s = ;
s, if s + s = ,
where k ∈ [, );
() F(s, s, s, s, s, s) = s –a max{s, s, s}–a max{ss, ss}–ass, where ai’s≥ 
(for i = , , ); a + a <  and a + a < ;
() F(s, s, s, s, s, s) = s – k(s + s + s + s + s), where k ∈ [, /);
()
F(s, s, s, s, s, s) =
{
s – a sss+s – a
ss
s+s+ , if s + s = ;
s, if s + s = ,
where a,a >  and a < .
3 Relevant relation-theoretic notions
In this section, we present some basic deﬁnitions, propositions and relevant relation-
theoretic variants of some metrical notions namely: completeness and continuity.
Deﬁnition  [] A binary relation on a non-empty set X is deﬁned as a subset of X ×X,
which will be denoted byR. We say that ‘x relates to y underR’ iﬀ (x, y) ∈R.
In the following, R stands for a non-empty binary relation while N denotes the set of
whole numbers, i.e., N = N ∪ {}. In this presentation, we always employ a non-empty
binary relation (i.e.,R = ∅).
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Deﬁnition  [] LetR be a binary relation deﬁned on a non-empty set X. Then any pair
of points x, y in X is said to be R-comparative if either (x, y) ∈ R or (y,x) ∈ R, which is
together written as [x, y] ∈R.
Deﬁnition  [] A binary relationR is called complete if every elements are comparable
under that relation (i.e., [x, y] ∈R ∀x, y ∈ X).
Deﬁnition  [] LetR be a binary relation deﬁned on a non-empty set X. Then
(i) the inverse (or transpose or dual) relation ofR, is deﬁned as
R– = {(x, y) ∈ X : (y,x) ∈R} which is denoted byR–;
(ii) the symmetric closure ofR is deﬁned as the smallest symmetric relation containing
R (i.e.,Rs :=R∪R–). Often, it is denoted byRs.
Proposition  [] IfR is a binary relation deﬁned on a non-empty set X, then
(x, y) ∈Rs ⇐⇒ [x, y] ∈R.
Deﬁnition  [] Let R be a binary relation deﬁned on a non-empty set X. Then a se-
quence {xn} ⊂ X is calledR-preserving if
(xn,xn+) ∈R, ∀n ∈N.
Deﬁnition  [] Let T be a self-mapping deﬁned on a non-empty set X. Then a binary
relationR deﬁned on X is called T-closed if
(x, y) ∈R ⇒ (Tx,Ty) ∈R, for all x, y ∈ X.
Alam and Imdad [] introduced relation-theoretic variants of some metrical notions
namely: completeness and continuity.
Deﬁnition  Let (X,d,R) be a metric space equipped with a binary relation R deﬁned
on X. We say that (X,d) isR-complete if everyR-preserving Cauchy sequence in X con-
verges to a point in X.
Remark  Under any binary relationR, every complete metric space isR-complete. Par-
ticularly, under the universal relation the notion ofR-completeness coincides with usual
completeness.
Deﬁnition  Let (X,d,R) be a metric space equipped with a binary relation R deﬁned
on X. Then a mapping T : X → X is called R-continuous at x if for any R-preserving
sequence {xn} with xn
d−→ x, we have T(xn)
d−→ T(x). As usual, T is called R-continuous
if it isR-continuous on the whole of X.
Remark  Under any binary relationR, every continuousmapping isR-continuous. Par-
ticularly, under the universal relation the notion ofR-continuity coincides with usual con-
tinuity.
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Deﬁnition  [] Let (X,d,R) be a metric space equipped with a binary relation R de-
ﬁned on X. Then R is called d-self-closed if for any R-preserving sequence {xn} with
xn
d−→ x, there is a subsequence {xnk } of {xn} such that [xnk ,x] ∈R, ∀k ∈N.
Deﬁnition  [] Let (X,d,R) be a metric space equipped with a binary relationR de-
ﬁned on X. Then a subset D of X is calledR-directed if for every pair of points x, y in D,
there is z in X such that (x, z) ∈R and (y, z) ∈R.
Deﬁnition  [] LetR be a binary relation deﬁned on a non-empty set X and a pair of
points x, y in X. If there is a ﬁnite sequence {z, z, z, . . . , zl} ⊂ X such that z = x, zl = y
and (zi, zi+) ∈ R for each i ∈ {, , , . . . , l – }, then this ﬁnite sequence is called a path of
length l (where l ∈N) joining x to y inR.
Observe that a path of length l involves (l + ) elements of X that need not be distinct in
general.
Involving a non-empty set X, a binary relation R on X, a self-mapping T on X and a
R-directed subset D of X, we use the following notations:
• F(T): the collection of all ﬁxed points of T ;
• X(T ,R): the set of all points x in X such that (x,Tx) ∈R;
• (D,R) :=⋃x,y∈D{z ∈ X : (x, z) ∈R and (y, z) ∈R};
• ϒ(x, y,R): the collection of all paths joining x to y inR where x, y ∈ X ;
• ϒT (x, y,R): the collection of all paths {z, z, z, . . . , zl} joining x to y inR such that
[zi,Tzi] ∈R for each i ∈ {, , , . . . , l – }.
4 Fixed point theorems
Now, we are equipped to prove the main result of this paper.
Theorem  Let (X,d,R) be a metric space equipped with a binary relation R deﬁned on
X and T a self-mapping on X. Assume that the following conditions hold:
(a) (X,d) isR-complete,
(b) X(T ,R) is non-empty,
(c) R is T-closed,
(d) either T isR-continuous orR is d-self-closed,





for all x, y ∈ X such that (x, y) ∈R.
Then T has a ﬁxed point.
Proof Choose x ∈ X(T ,R). Construct a Picard sequence (iterates) {xn}, i.e., xn = Tn(x),












, . . . ∈R.
Notice that
(xn,xn+) ∈R, ∀n ∈N, ()
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Putting s = d(xn+,xn+) and t = d(xn,xn+) in the above inequality, we get
F
(
s, t, t, s,d(xn,xn+), 
) ≤ .
On using the triangular inequality, we have
d(xn,xn+)≤ d(xn,xn+) + d(xn+,xn+) = s + t,
so that (owing to non-increasing property of F in the ﬁfth variable)
F(s, t, t, s, s + t, )≤ ,
implying thereby (using (F)) the existence of some h ∈ [, ) such that s≤ ht, i.e.,
d(xn+,xn+)≤ hd(xn,xn+),
which inductively gives rise to
d(xn+,xn+)≤ hn+d(x,x), ∀n ∈N. ()
Using () and the triangular inequality, for all n,m ∈N with m > n, we have
d(xn,xm) ≤ d(xn,xn+) + d(xn+,xn+) + · · · + d(xm–,xm)








→  as n→ ∞,
which amounts to saying that the sequence {xn} is Cauchy in X. Hence, {xn} is an R-
preserving Cauchy sequence in X. By assumption (a) (i.e., (X,d) is R-complete), ∃x ∈ X
such that xn
d−→ x.
In the assumption (d), ﬁrst of all, assume that T isR-continuous so that
xn+ = T(xn)
d−→ T(x).
Appealing to uniqueness of the limit, we have T(x) = x, so that x is the ﬁxed point of T .
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Next, suppose thatR is d-self-closed. Since {xn} is anR-preserving sequence and xn
d−→
x, there is a subsequence {xnk } of {xn} with [xnk ,x] ∈ R, ∀k ∈ N. Notice that [xnk ,x] ∈
R, ∀k ∈ N implies that either (xnk ,x) ∈ R, ∀k ∈ N or (x,xnk ) ∈ R, ∀k ∈ N. Applying
condition (e) to (xnk ,x) ∈R, ∀k ∈N, we have
F
(





d(xnk+,Tx),d(xnk ,x),d(xnk ,xnk+),d(x,Tx),d(xnk ,Tx),d(x,xnk+)
) ≤ .
Passing n→ ∞, and using xnk
d−→ x and the continuity of F and d, we obtain
F
(
d(x,Tx), , ,d(x,Tx),d(x,Tx), 
) ≤ .
Hence, owing to (F), we obtain d(x,Tx) = , so that Tx = x, i.e., x is the ﬁxed point of T .
Similarly, if (x,xnk ) ∈ R, ∀k ∈ N, then owing to (F), we obtain d(Tx,x) = , so that
Tx = x, i.e., x is the ﬁxed point of T .
Thus, in all the cases T has a ﬁxed point. 




x, y,Rs) is non-empty, for each x, y ∈ X,
wherein F also enjoys (F). Then T has a unique ﬁxed point.
Proof Observe that (in view of Theorem ) F(T) is non-empty. In the case F(T) is singleton
then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, to accomplish the proof, take two arbitrary but
distinct elements x, y in F(T), so that
Tx = x and Ty = y. ()
Now, we are required to show that x = y.
In view of the hypothesis (f ), there exists a path (say, {z, z, z, . . . , zl}) of ﬁnite length l
inRs from x to y, with
z = x, zl = y, [zi, zi+] ∈R, for each i ∈ {, , , . . . , l – }, ()
and
[zi,Tzi] ∈R, for each i ∈ {, , . . . , l – }. ()
Construct two constant sequences
zn = x and zln = y.
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Then, by using (),
Tzn = Tx = x for all n ∈N, and
Tzln = Ty = y for all n ∈N.
Setting
zi = zi for each i ∈ {, , , . . . , l}, ()
we can construct Picard sequence {zin}, i.e., Tzin = zin+ corresponding to each zi. Hence,
Tzin = zin+ for n ∈N and for each i ∈ {, , , . . . , l}. Since [zi, zi] ∈R (owing to () and ())






= , for each i ∈ {, , . . . , l – }. ()
By using [zi, zi+ ] ∈R (due to () and ()) andR is T-closed, we obtain
[
Tnzi,Tnzi+
] ∈R, for each i ∈ {, , , . . . , l – } and for all n ∈N
⇒ [zin, zi+n
] ∈R, for each i ∈ {, , , . . . , l – } and for all n ∈N.






Let limn→∞ din = r > . Since [zin, zi+n ] ∈R, either (zin, zi+n ) ∈R or (zi+n , zin) ∈R. If (zin, zi+n ) ∈






















































Taking n→ ∞ and using limn→∞ din = r along with (), we get
F(r, r, , , r, r)≤ ,




n = r = .




n = r = .









= , for each i ∈ {, , , . . . , l – }.
On using limn→∞ din =  and the triangular inequality, we have














→  as n→ ∞,
so that d(x, y) =  implying thereby x = y. Thus, T has a unique ﬁxed point. This completes
the proof. 
IfR is complete or X isRs-directed, then the following corollary is worth recording.
Corollary  Theorem  remains true if we replace condition (f) by one of the following
conditions besides retaining the rest of the hypotheses:
(f ′) R is complete;
(f ′′) X isRs-directed and (X,Rs)⊂ X(T ,Rs).
Proof Suppose that the condition (f ′) holds. Then for any pair of points x, y in X, we have
[x, y] ∈R, which implies that {x, y} is a path of length  from x to y inRs, so thatϒT (x, y,Rs)
is non-empty. Finally, proceeding along the lines of the proof of Theorem , we complete
the proof.
Alternatively, if (f ′′) holds, then for any pair of points x, y in X, there is z in X such
that [x, z] ∈ R and [y, z] ∈ R so that {x, z, y} is a path of length  joining x to y in Rs. As
z ∈ (X,Rs) ⊂ X(T ,Rs), therefore [z,Tz] ∈ R. Thus, for each x, y in X, ϒT (x, y,Rs) is
non-empty and hence in view of Theorem  the result follows. 
From Theorems  and , we can deduce a host of corollaries which are embodied in the
following.
Corollary  The conclusions of Theorems  and  remain true if for all x, y ∈ X with (x, y) ∈
R, the implicit relation (e) is replaced by one of the following besides retaining the rest of
the hypotheses:
d(Tx,Ty)≤ kd(x, y), where k ∈ [, ); ()
d(Tx,Ty)≤ k[d(x,Tx) + d(y,Ty)], where k ∈ [, /); ()
d(Tx,Ty)≤ k[d(x,Ty) + d(y,Tx)], where k ∈ [, /); ()
d(Tx,Ty)≤ kmax
{





where k ∈ [, ); ()
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d(Tx,Ty)≤ kmax{d(x,Tx),d(y,Ty)}, where k ∈ [, ); ()









where a,a,a ∈ [, ) and a + a + a < ; ()
d(Tx,Ty)≤ kmax
{
d(x, y), d(x,Tx) + d(y,Ty) ,d(x,Ty),d(y,Tx)
}
,
where k ∈ [, ); ()
d(Tx,Ty)≤ kd(x, y) + Lmin{d(x,Tx),d(y,Ty),d(x,Ty),d(y,Tx)},
where k ∈ [, ) and L≥ ; ()





where a,a,a,a ≥  and a + a + a + a < ; ()
d(Tx,Ty)≤ kmax
{







where k ∈ [, ) and L≥ ; ()
d(Tx,Ty)≤ kmax{d(x, y),d(x,Tx),d(y,Ty),d(x,Ty),d(y,Tx)},
where k ∈ [, /); ()
d(Tx,Ty)≤ ad(x, y) + ad(x,Tx) + ad(y,Ty) + ad(x,Ty) + ad(y,Tx),
where ai’s >  (for i = , , , , ) and sum of them is strictly
less than ; ()
d(Tx,Ty)≤ kmax
{





where k ∈ [, ); ()
d(Tx,Ty)≤ kmax{d(x, y),d(x,Tx),d(y,Ty)} + ( – k)[ad(x,Ty) + bd(y,Tx)],
where k ∈ [, ) and ≤ a,b < /; ()
d(Tx,Ty)≤ d(Tx,Ty)[ad(x, y) + ad(x,Tx) + ad(y,Ty)
]
+ ad(x,Ty)d(y,Tx),





kd(x, y) d(x,Ty)+d(y,Tx)d(Tx,Ty)+d(x,y) , if (Tx,Ty) + d(x, y) = ;
 if (Tx,Ty) + d(x, y) = ,










where a > ,a,a ≥ ,a + a <  and a + a < ; ()
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d(Tx,Ty)≤ k(d(x, y) + d(x,Tx) + d(y,Ty) + d(x,Ty) + d(y,Tx)),





a d(x,y)d(y,Ty)d(x,y)+d(y,Ty) + a
d(x,Tx)d(y,Tx)
d(x,Ty)+d(y,Tx)+ , if d(x, y) + d(y,Ty) = ;
 if d(x, y) + d(y,Ty) = ,
where a,a >  and a < . ()
Proof The proof of Corollary  follows from Theorems , , and the examples of the im-
plicit function, ()-(). 
Remark  Theorem , corresponding to condition (), remains true if we replace the con-




x, y,Rs) is non-empty, for each x, y ∈ X.
Now, we mention some special cases corresponding to some core contraction condi-
tions.
• Corollary  corresponding to condition () can be viewed a relation-theoretic version
of the Banach contraction principle which was established by Alam and Imdad [].
• Corollary  corresponding to condition () is a relation-theoretic version of famous
Kannan ﬁxed point theorem proved in [], which remains a new result.
• Corollary  corresponding to condition () is a relation-theoretic version of a ﬁxed
point theorem of Chatterjea [], which is not reported in the literature till date.
• Corollary  corresponding to condition () is a relation-theoretic version of a ﬁxed
point theorem due to Bianchini [], which is new to the existing literature.
• Corollary  corresponding to condition () with a =  is a relation-theoretic version
of a ﬁxed point theorem of Reich [], which is indeed new.
• Corollary  corresponding to condition () is merely a partial (due to the fact
k ∈ [, /)) relation-theoretic version of Ćirić [], which has remained unreported in
the literature.
• Corollary  corresponding to condition () is a relation-theoretic version of Hardy
and Rogers [], which is yet another addition to the existing literature.
As speciﬁed in Corollary , results corresponding to (), ()-(), (), (), () are
relation-theoretic versions of several knownﬁxed point theorems of the existing literature,
whereas, the results corresponding to ()-() are new.
We utilize the following example to demonstrate the genuineness of our extension.
Example  Let X = [, ] under the natural metric d. Then (X,d) is a complete metric
space. Now, we deﬁne a mapping T : X → X by
T(x) =
{
, x ∈ [, ];
, x ∈ (, ],
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and a binary relationR = {(, ), (, ), (, ), (, ), (, ), (, )} on X. Clearly,R is T-closed
but T is not continuous. Choose anyR-preserving sequence {xn} with
xn
d−→ x such that (xn,xn+) ∈R, for all n ∈N.
Here, one may notice that (xn,xn+) ∈R, for all n ∈N, and there exists an integer N ∈N
such that xn = x ∈ {, , } for all n≥N . So, we can take a subsequence {xnk } of the sequence
{xn} such that xnk = x for all k ∈ N, which amounts to saying that [xnk ,x] ∈ R, for all
k ∈N. Therefore,R is d-self-closed.
Deﬁne a continuous function F :R+ →R by





which meets the requirements of our implicit function. By straightforward calculation,
one can verify assumption (e) of Theorem . In all, the requirements (a)-(e) of Theorem 
are met. Observe that the point x =  is ﬁxed under T .
With a view to establish the genuineness of our extension, notice that in Example ,
(, ) ∈R but d(T,T)≤ kd(, ), i.e., ≤ k,
which shows that the contractive condition of Theorem  due to Alam and Imdad []
is not satisﬁed. Thus, in all, our Theorem  is applicable to the present example while
Theorem  of Alam and Imdad is not, which substantiates the utility of Theorem .
5 An application
As an application of Theorem , we prove an existence and uniqueness theorem on the
solution of a Fredholm integral equation described by




where x is an unknown function on I = [a,b] (b > a), μ a parameter, v a known continuous
function on I , and K a kernel deﬁned on G = I × I .
Now, we give the following deﬁnitions.
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Theorem  Consider the problem described by (), where K : I × I → R is continuous
and there exist μ > , c >  such that
≤ K(t, s)≤ c for all t, s ∈ I, with μc(b – a) < .
Then the existence of a lower solution of () ensures the existence of a unique solution of
().
Proof Deﬁne a mapping T : C(I,R)→ C(I,R) by
(Tx)(t) = v(t) +μ
∫ b
a
K(t, s)x(s)ds, t ∈ I,
and a binary relation
R = {(x, y) ∈ C(I,R)×C(I,R) | x(t)≤ y(t),∀t ∈ I}.
(i) Notice that C(I,R) equipped with the sup-metric i.e.,





∣, for x, y ∈ C(I,R)
is a complete metric space and hence (C(I,R),d) isR-complete.
(ii) Choose anR-preserving sequence {xn} such that xn
d−→ x. Then for all t ∈ I , we get
x(t)≤ x(t)≤ x(t)≤ · · · ≤ xn(t)≤ xn+(t)≤ · · ·
and convergence to x(t) implies that xn(t) ≤ x(t) for all t ∈ I , n ∈ N, which amounts to
saying that [xn,x] ∈R, for all n ∈N. Hence,R is d-self-closed.
(iii) For any (x, y) ∈R, i.e., x(t)≤ y(t) for all t ∈ I , μ >  and K(t, s)≥ , we obtain









which shows that (Tx,Ty) ∈R, i.e.,R is T-closed.





















where k = μc(b – a) <  (by assumption). This proves that T satisﬁes hypothesis (e) of
Theorem  with k < .
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(v) Now, let α ∈ C(I,R) be a lower solution of (), therefore, for all t ∈ I ,





This implies that (α,Tα) ∈R, i.e., X(T ,R) is non-empty.
(vi) Finally, let x and y be arbitrary elements ofC(I,R) and z := max{x, y}. Then x(t)≤ z(t)
and y(t)≤ z(t) for all t ∈ I . This implies that (x, z) ∈R and (y, z) ∈R. Therefore, the ﬁnite
sequence {x, z, y} describes a path which joins x to y inR.
Now, on using Corollary  corresponding to () (see Remark ), the mapping T admits
a unique ﬁxed point, which also remains a unique solution of the problem described by
(). 
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